Incidents and rolling stock breakdowns are commonplace in rapid transit rail systems and may disrupt the system performance imposing deviations from planned operations. A network design model is proposed for reducing the effect of disruptions less likely to occur. Failure probabilities are considered functions of the amount of services and the rolling stock's routing on the designed network so that they cannot be calculated a priori but result from the design process itself. A two recourse stochastic programming model is formulated where the failure probabilities are an implicit function of the number of services and routing of the transit lines.
Introduction
Designing a Rapid Transit Network (RTN) or even extending one that is already functioning, is a vital subject due to the fact that they reduce traffic congestion, travel time and pollution. Usually a RTN is in operation with other transportation systems such as private transportation (car) and this makes that the design must take into account this factor. Another factor that needs to be considered is the capability of the newly designed system to keep operating under more or less suitable conditions under a set of predictable disruptions.
In Bruno G. et al. (2002) , a RTN design model is presented where the user cost is minimized and the coverage of the demand by a public transport network is made as large as possible. Laporte G. et al. (2007) extend the previous model by incorporating the station location problem, the alternative of several lines and the budget constraints as side constraints. The model is defined using the maximum coverage of the public demand as an objective function. Marín (2007) , studies the inclusion of a limited number of lines. Also, in Laporte G. et al (2011) a design model is developed to build robust networks that provide several routes to passengers, so in case of failure part of the demand can be rerouted. Liebchen, C. et al. (2009) applied the recoverable robustness (RR) concept in railway networks with the focus on finding recoverable solutions in a limited number of steps. In case of disruption, they allow a feasible solution to be modified by a recovery algorithm. They use the maximum deviation of the recovered solutions from the planned solution, where the maximum is taken over a set of disruption scenarios. Another classical approach is two stage stochastic programming for which the disruption scenarios have an associated probability.
Connections between two-stage stochastic programming network design and RR in railway networks planning models have been studied in Cicerone et al. (2009 ), Caprara et al. (2008 and in Cacchiani et al. (2011) . Also, in Cadarso and Marín (2012) a two-stage stochastic programming model for rapid transit network design is developed in which disruption probabilities are assumed known a priori, illustrating some of its recoverable robustness properties.
This paper presents a conceptual scheme that permits to incorporate a probability model for the disruptions of a RTN. The network modeling framework followed is that of Marín (2007) and Cadarso and Marín (2012) . It is assumed that disruptions arise when transportation units present some failure during operation leaving a link blocked. Other sources of disruption with their associated scenarios could be added, but this is not done for ease of exposition. As a consequence of this, the disruption probabilities will depend on the level of traffic on the network links. The probabilities of failure follow the following hypothesis: a) disruptions are due to a single event and scenarios with several simultaneous disruptions are discarded a priori as they are assumed to have a much lower probability, b) a preselected set of scenarios is considered, c) the number of failures that a train unit may experience along a large number of services distributes accordingly to a geometrical law and the individual probability of failure of a service is constant along the planning horizon and depends only on the train unit characteristics (e.g., quality of material and maintenance). The resulting model has a bilevel structure and it is solved by a specific heuristic method.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 a two-stage stochastic model is presented for the design of a RTN. Section 3 describes a probability model for the disruptions. In Section 4 the probability model is integrated in the two-stage stochastic model resulting into a bilevel scheme solved heuristically by means of the method of successive averages (MSA). Finally the model recoverability features are analyzed in section 5.
Rapid transit network design model
In this RTND model it is assumed that the locations of the potential stations are known. There already exists a current mode of transportation (for example, private cars or an alternative public transportation is already operating in the area) competing with the new RTN to be constructed. The aim of the model is to design a network, i.e. to decide at which nodes to locate the stations and how to connect them covering as many trips by the new network as possible.
-A potential network ( , ) N A is considered from which the optimum rapid transit network is selected. The node set is composed by centroids ( ) N N N . Links will be denoted either by a single subscript (e.g., a ) or by a double subscript (i.e., ( , ) i j ) when considered convenient. Because both riding directions are always considered, the set of potential links is so that ( , ) ( ,
j N i j A be the set of nodes adjacent to node i . -Each feasible link ( , ) i j has a generalized travel cost which may depend on the scenario of disruption. This is further discussed in section 3.
-The nodes and alignments are connected with a finite number of transit lines: U u . The model assumes an all or nothing modal choice for each o-d pair, i.e., trips w g will use the new public transport network if its generalized cost is smaller than w times the cost of the current transport network. w can be considered a congestion factor for each w W . By a c it will be denoted the location cost of arc a A and by i c the cost of locating a station in node i N . x c and c will denote the arc vector costs and the node vector of location costs respectively.
The design model is subdivided in two stages or levels: a) in the first "planning" stage, the decision variables , x y are chosen, i.e., the topology of the network is decided and b) in a second "recoverability" stage, at a given scenario, the passenger flows make use of the network designed in the first stage, taking into account the characteristics of that scenario.
Description of the 1 st stage. Variables and constraints
For simplicity, in this model it will be assumed that the planners have selected a priori a very large number |ˆ| L of candidate lines within a set L from which only | | | | L L will be finally included in the solution. Thus, a linkline incidence matrix , ( ) a r will be assumed known with elements , 1 a r if candidate line r contains link a and 0 otherwise. Let , r h r L be a binary variable indicating whether candidate line r is chosen or not. Let also a be a binary variable so that 1 if arc a is located and 0 , otherwise. The following constraints force that link a must be built if some line r using it is chosen: 
, ,
Description of the 2 nd stage. Variables and constraints
The scenario set will be denoted by {0,1, 2,...,| | 1} S S . The basic scenario 0 s is the scenario without disruptions; the scenarios of disruption will be associated to the failure of a single link a A , for which the cost s ij d will be set to a large value or its flow will be banned directly on the model. Let 
In order to take into account the competing mode, the following constraints can be included in the model: 
where is the value of time for the users of the rapid transit system, It has the effect of increasing the use of RTN network. Building costs Λ are given are assumed linear in the number of new links and stations Λ Ψ x c c . For each probability vector p , the previous problem (6) has a solution set parametrized by the probability vector p :
Notice that if variables , Ψ are fixed to , Ψ , then previous problem (6) decomposes into network flow subproblems of the type (7) and thus 
A probability failure model
The probability s p of each scenario cannot be considered constant but dependent on the use that is made on the designed network. Thus, it is absurd that if failure scenario s is associated with a disruption of a link a, a positive probability s p could be assigned to the scenario without knowing a) whether or not the link will be built and b) the number of services that will load link a. With these considerations in mind, a model that states the number of services that must operate on each link is required. Let 
where pax m is maximum number of passengers that a service can allocate. If * z is the vector for the optimal number of services for the lines, then the total number of services a on link a will be given by:
By means of a failure model it will be possible to find an expression for the probability that a link presents a disruption during the operational horizon of the transit network. It will be assumed that the probability of failure of a service is mainly determined by the type of units operating in the service and the characteristics of the link. Let T be the set of type units operating on the network. Let , a be the joint individual probability that a service carried out by a unit of type T presents a disruption on link a A . By examining annual disruption reports from transit operators, the fraction of disrupted services with a disruption time of 20 minutes or more over the total number of services on a line is between 
Bino . Thus, the probability ˆa P that link a A has at least one disrupted service from any unit type ( ) T a , as a function of the number of services , a of type operating on that link is: Because the probability of more than one link with simultaneous disruptions is small, the set S of scenarios with disruption that will be considered is made up of scenarios s associated with the failure of a single link a within the set of selected links A. All the links with positive flow may be considered, each one of them defining a disruption scenario, or a subset of the links may be selected because they are critical or because their high traffic volume. The scenario with no disruptions at all (scenario 0) is always included in the set S . Let ( ) s a denote scenario associated to failure of link that will be adopted is:
The previous BLP problem will be solved using the following heuristic algorithm, which uses the construction costs as stopping criterion: 0. Set initial probabilities (16), the number of services will be given using (9) by: ). Then, increase the iteration counter
Computational tests
The computational proofs have been carried out on the test network shown in figure 1, with 9 nodes, 15 edges, 72 origin-destination pairs and a total demand of 1044 trip units. The network parameters (construction costs for nodes and links, i.e. Table 2 shows the list of 16 scenarios and the links associated to it. In all computational tests a maximum of | | 5 L lines has been allowed in the solution and no limitation in the budget has been included. A value of =0.09 for the value of time has been used in all the tests shown. Additionally, constraints (4) have not been taken into account and then commutation to the competing mode is made only when costs in the RTN network are higher than , w s c u . Other tests performed including constraints (4) show identical conclusions.
probability of service failure 0.05, 0.001, 0.0001, whereas the corresponding columns PT f display the fraction of trips using public transport. Using a high probability of failure of a service, 0.05 , i.e., one disruption each twenty services, the most likely scenario is not the scenario 0 but a scenario under disruption (scenario 8 as shown in table 2) and once the probability is below a given threshold, the no disruption scenario becomes the most likely situation. In our test example this seems to happen for 3 10 . The tests also show that for 0.001 , the topology of the designed network does not change, i.e. it is as if the failure scenarios would not need to be taken into account in the design of the transportation system. Notice that this is in practice achieved when 6 10 , where disruption scenarios have almost no relevance in the model. Finally, the fractions of public transportation usage showed in columns PT f for the different disruption scenarios show good recoverability characteristics of the model since the level of usage of the RTN remain relatively high in the disruption scenarios. 
Conclusions
A simplified two-stage stochastic model has been developed for the design of rapid transit systems which is consistent with a probability distribution model for the disruption scenarios that arise as a consequence of failures in the transportation unit services. The model is formulated as a bilevel programming model solved heuristically. The heuristic method has shown to be effective for realistic values of the probability of service failure observed in practice in railway networks. The probability of service failure seems to be the most influencing parameter in the model, being possible to detect the threshold of values for for which the system has good reliability and recoverability characteristics. The probability model permits to evaluate realistic weights of the disruption scenarios being considered in the design and, consequently, not incurr in excessive costs derived by extremely conservative solutions. Without loss of generality the model can be extended to include other sources of disruptions.
